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Richard London late of London alias late of Westminster co. Middlesex, 'corcer; alias 'waterberer.'
William Isle of Sundrysshe, co. Kent.
Richard Taillour, Stephen Saveryn, William Heggeman, Thomas Nicholl, Alan Miller and John Heggeman the younger of Orsette, co. Essex, and all in that town.
John Martyn of Crassalton, co. Surrey, the elder, 'laborer,' and all of that town.
William Maroys of Preston by Feversham, co. Kent, esquire, and all of that parish.
Laurence Pakke and Robert Rows and all others in Barmyage, John Tutsam, Richard Tutsam, John Reve and William Hunt and all others in Westfarlege, Stephen Crouche and all others in Watryng, Richard Baker and all others in Pekham, and John Crompe, John Pakke the elder, John Pakke the younger John Myller, John Southland, William Gore, John Gore, William Kenelyn, John Reve, John Porter, John Clyffe, Thomas Nasshe and John Hamond and all others in Tearston.
Thomas Hunte and Philip Castell, constables of Folkeston hundred, and John Grenford, William Fyneux and Nicholas Everynge and all others in that hundred.
John Halke, constable of Pecham hundred, and Thomas Dowll and Simon Court and all others in that hundred.
John Raymac of Hadley, co. Suffolk, 'fuller.'
Robert Pryk of Hadley, 'mercer.'
William Clovyer of Hadley, 'wever.'
John Grene, 'gentylman,' Richard Weller, 'husbondman,'
John Weller, 'husbondman,' Richard atte Lowe, 'husbondman';